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Abstract

R-parity-violating supersymmetry with a conserved baryon number B pro-

vides a framework for particle physics with lepton number (L) violating in-

teractions. Two important probes of the L-violating physics are neutrino

masses and sneutrino-antisneutrino mass-splittings. We evaluate these quan-

tities in the context of the most general CP-conserving, R-parity-violating

B-conserving extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model. In

generic three-generation models, three sneutrino-antisneutrino mass splittings

are generated at tree-level. In contrast, only one neutrino mass is generated

at tree-level; the other two neutrinos acquire masses at one-loop. In many

models, the dominant contribution to the radiative neutrino masses is induced

by the non-zero sneutrino-antisneutrino mass splitting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solar and atmospheric neutrino anomalies provide strong indications that the neutri-

nos are massive. In particular, the data suggest that there is near-maximal mixing between
�� and �� but that their masses are hierarchically separated [1]. To accommodate this data,
the Standard Model must be extended, either by introducing right-handed neutrinos or by
adding Majorana neutrino mass terms that violate lepton number by two units.

In low-energy supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model, lepton number and
baryon number conservation is not automatically respected by the most general set of renor-
malizable interactions. However, the constraints on baryon number violation are extremely
severe in order to avoid fast proton decay. If one wants to enforce lepton number and baryon
number conservation in the tree-level supersymmetric theory, it is su�cient to impose one

extra discrete symmetry. In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), a mul-
tiplicative symmetry called R-parity is introduced, where the R quantum number of an
MSSM �eld of spin S, baryon number B and lepton number L is given by (�1)[3(B�L)+2S].
By introducing this symmetry, one eliminates all dimension-four lepton number and baryon

number-violating interactions. Majorana neutrino masses can be generated in an R-parity-
conserving extension of the MSSM involving new �L = 2 interactions through the super-
symmetric see-saw mechanism [2,3].

Such �L = 2 interaction have an important impact on sneutrino phenomena [3{5].

The sneutrino (~�) and antisneutrino (�~�), which are eigenstates of lepton number, are no
longer mass eigenstates. The mass eigenstates are therefore superpositions of ~� and �~�, and
sneutrino mixing e�ects can lead to a phenomenology analogous to that of K{K and B{
B mixing. The mass splitting between the two sneutrino mass eigenstates is related to
the magnitude of lepton number violation, which is typically characterized by the size of

neutrino masses. (In some cases the sneutrino mass splitting may be enhanced by a factor as
large as 103 compared to the corresponding neutrino mass [3,6].) As a result, the sneutrino
mass splitting is expected generally to be very small. Yet, it can be detected in many cases,
if one is able to observe the lepton number oscillation [3].

The primary motivation for introducing a conserved R-parity above was to impose a
conserved baryon number to avoid fast proton decay. However, this can also be achieved
in low-energy supersymmetric models where B is conserved but L is violated (so that R-
parity is also violated). In this paper, we focus on the B-conserving R-parity-violating

(RPV) extension of the MSSM. In such a model, neutrinos are massive [7{11] and sneutrino{
antisneutrino pairs are no longer mass-degenerate [3{5]. In Section II, we introduce the most
general RPV extension of the MSSM with a conserved baryon number and establish our
notation. In Section III, we show how a tree-level mass for one neutrino is generated due to
neutrino{neutralino mixing. In Section IV, we exhibit how tree-level mass splittings for the

three sneutrino{antisneutrino pairs are generated due to sneutrino{Higgs bosons mixing. In
Section V, we calculate the neutrino masses generated at one loop. In Section VI, we argue
that in many models, the dominant contribution to the one-loop neutrino masses is induced
by the non-zero sneutrino{antisneutrino mass splittings. A brief summary and conclusions

are given in Section VII.
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II. R-PARITY VIOLATION FORMALISM

In RPV low-energy supersymmetry, there is no conserved quantum number that distin-
guishes the lepton supermultiplets L̂m and the down-type Higgs supermultiplet ĤD. Here,
m is a generation label that runs from 1 to 3. Each supermultiplet transforms as a Y = �1
weak doublet under the electroweak gauge group. It is therefore convenient to denote the
four supermultiplets by one symbol L̂� (� = 0; 1; 2; 3). The Lagrangian of the theory is �xed
by the superpotential and the soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms.

The most general renormalizable superpotential respecting baryon number is given by:

W = �ij
h
���L̂i�Ĥ

j
U + 1

2
���mL̂

i
�L̂

j
�Êm + �0�nmL̂

i
�Q̂

j
nD̂m � hnmĤ

i
UQ̂

j
nÛm

i
; (1)

where ĤU is the up-type Higgs supermultiplet, the Q̂n are doublet quark supermultiplets,
Ûm [D̂m] are singlet up-type [down-type] quark supermultiplets and the Êm are the sin-
glet charged lepton supermultiplets. (Our notational conventions follow those of ref. [4].)
Without loss of generality, the coe�cients ���m are taken to be antisymmetric under the

interchange of the indices � and �. Note that the �-term of the MSSM is now extended
to an 4-component vector, ��. Then, the trilinear terms in the superpotential proportional
to � and �0 contain lepton number violating generalizations of the down quark and charged
lepton Yukawa matrices.

Next, we consider the most general set of (renormalizable) soft-supersymmetry-breaking
terms. In addition to the usual soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms of the R-parity-
conserving MSSM, one must also add new A and B terms corresponding to the RPV terms
of the superpotential. In addition, new RPV scalar squared-mass terms also exist. As

above, we can streamline the notation by extending the de�nitions of the coe�cients of
the R-parity-conserving soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms to allow for an index of type �
which can run from 0 to 3 (while Latin indices m and n run from 1 to 3). Explicitly,

Vsoft = (M2eQ)mn eQi�
m
eQi
n + (M2eU)mn eU�

m
eUn + (M2eD)mn fD�

m
fDn

+(M2eL)�� eLi�� eLi� + (M2eE)mn eE�
m
eEn +m2

U jHU j2 � (�ijb� ~L
i
�H

j
U + h:c:)

+�ij[
1
2
a��m

eLi� eLj� eEm + a0�nm
eLi� eQj

n
fDm � (aU)nmH

i
U
eQj
n
eUm + h:c:]

+1
2

h
M3 eg eg +M2

fW afW a +M1
eB eB + h:c:

i
: (2)

Note that the single B term of the MSSM is extended to a 4-component vector b�, and the

squared-mass term for the down-type Higgs boson and the 3� 3 lepton scalar squared-mass
matrix are combined into a 4�4 matrix. In addition, the matrix A-parameters of the MSSM
are extended in the obvious manner [analogous to the Yukawa coupling matrices in eq. (1)];
in particular, a��m is antisymmetric under the interchange of � and �. It is sometimes

convenient to follow the more conventional notation in the literature and de�ne the A and
B parameters as follows:

a��m � ���m(AE)��m ; (aU)nm � hnm(AU)nm ;

a0�nm � �0�nm(AD)�nm ; b� � ��B� ; (3)

where repeated indices are not summed over in the above equations. Finally, the Majorana
gaugino masses, Mi, are unchanged from the MSSM.
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The total scalar potential is given by:

Vscalar = VF + VD + Vsoft ; (4)

where explicit forms for the supersymmetric contributions VF and VD can be found in ref. [4].
We do not present here the minimization conditions, but only mention that regions of param-
eter space exist where only the neutral color-singlet scalar �elds acquire vacuum expectation
values: hhUi � vu=

p
2 and h~��i � v�=

p
2.

Up to this point, there is no preferred direction in the generalized generation space
spanned by the L̂�. However, It is sometime convenient to choose a particular \interaction"
basis such that vm = 0, in which case v0 = vd. In this basis, we denote L̂0 � ĤD.

For simplicity, we shall impose CP-invariance on the model (which implies that all pa-

rameters appearing in eqs. (1) and (2) and the vacuum expectation values of the scalar
�elds can be taken to be real). The consequences of CP-violating e�ects in this model will
be considered elsewhere.

III. NEUTRINO MASS AT TREE LEVEL

The neutrino can become massive due to mixing with the neutralinos [7]. This is deter-

mined by the 7� 7 mass matrix in a basis spanned by the two neutral gauginos eB and fW 3,
the higgsinos ehU and ehD � �0, and 3 generations of neutrinos, �m. The tree-level fermion
mass matrix, with rows and columns corresponding to f eB; fW 3; ehU ; ��g is given by [8,9]:

M (n) =

0
BBBBBBBB@

M1 0 mZsWvu=v �mZsWv�=v

0 M2 �mZcWvu=v mZcWv�=v

mZsWvu=v �mZcWvu=v 0 ��

�mZsWv�=v mZcWv�=v �� 0��

1
CCCCCCCCA
; (5)

where cW � cos �W , sW � sin �W , and 0�� is the 4� 4 zero matrix. In a basis-independent

analysis, it is convenient to introduce:

cos � �
P

� v���

vd�
; (6)

where

�2 �
X
�

�2
� ; v2d �

X
�

v2� ; v2 = v2u + v2d ' (246GeV)2 : (7)

Note that � measures the misalignment of v� and ��.
It is easy to check that M (n) possesses 2 zero eigenvalues. We shall identify the cor-

responding states with 2 physical neutrinos of the Standard Model [8], while one neutrino

acquires mass through mixing. We can evaluate this mass by computing the product of the
�ve non-zero eigenvalues of M (n) [denoted below by det0M (n)]

det0M (n) = m2
Z�

2M~ cos
2 � sin2 � ; (8)
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where M~ � cos2 �WM1 + sin2 �WM2. We compare this result with the product of the four
neutralino masses of the R-parity-conserving MSSM (obtained by computing the determi-
nant of the upper 4� 4 block of M (n) with �0, v0 replaced by �, vd respectively)

detM
(n)
0 = �

�
m2

ZM~ sin 2� �M1M2�
�
: (9)

To �rst order in the neutrino mass, the neutralino masses are unchanged by the R-parity
violating terms, and we end up with [9]

m� =
det0M (n)

detM
(n)
0

=
m2

Z�M~ cos
2 � sin2 �

m2
ZM~ sin 2� �M1M2�

: (10)

Thus, m� � mZ cos
2 � sin2 �, assuming that all the relevant masses are at the electroweak

scale.

A necessary and su�cient condition for m� 6= 0 (at tree-level) is sin � 6= 0, which implies
that �� and v� are not aligned. This is generic in RPV models. In particular, the alignment
of �� and v� is not renormalization group invariant [9,10]. Thus, exact alignment at the
low-energy scale can only be implemented by the �ne-tuning of the model parameters.

IV. SNEUTRINO MASS SPLITTING

In RPV low-energy supersymmetry, the sneutrinos mix with the Higgs bosons. Under
the assumption of CP-conservation, we may separately consider the CP-even and CP-odd
scalar sectors. Consider �rst the case of one sneutrino generation. If R-parity is conserved,

the CP-even scalar sector consists of two Higgs scalars (h0 and H0, with mh0 < mH0) and
~�+, while the CP-odd scalar sector consists of the Higgs scalar, A0, the Goldstone boson
(which is absorbed by the Z), and one sneutrino, ~��. Moreover, the ~�� are mass degenerate,
so that the standard practice is to de�ne eigenstates of lepton number: ~� � (~�+ + i~��)=

p
2

and �~� � ~��. When R-parity is violated, the sneutrinos in each CP-sector mix with the
corresponding Higgs scalars, and the mass degeneracy of ~�+ and ~�� is broken. We expect
the RPV-interactions to be small; thus, we can evaluate the resulting sneutrino mass splitting
in perturbation theory.

The derivation of the CP-even and CP-odd scalar squared-mass matrices can be found

in ref. [4]. Working in the vm = 0 basis and for one generation we �nd

M2
even =

0
BBBB@
b0 cot � + 1

4
(g2 + g02)v2u �b0 � 1

4
(g2 + g02)vuvd �b1

�b0 � 1
4
(g2 + g02)vuvd b0 tan� + 1

4
(g2 + g02)v2d b1 tan�

�b1 b1 tan� m2
~�~��

1
CCCCA ; (11)

and

M2
odd =

0
BBBB@
b0 cot� b0 b1

b0 b0 tan� b1 tan �

b1 b1 tan� m2
~�~��

1
CCCCA ; (12)
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where

m2
~�~�� � (M2

~L
)11 + �2

1 � 1
8
(g2 + g02)(v2u � v2d) : (13)

In the R-parity-conserving limit (b1 = �1 = 0), one obtains the usual MSSM tree-level

masses for the Higgs bosons and the sneutrinos.
In both squared-mass matrices [eqs. (11) and (12)], b1 � m2

Z is a small parameter that
can be treated perturbatively. We may then compute the sneutrino mass splitting due to
the small mixing with the Higgs bosons. Using second order matrix perturbation theory to

compute the eigenvalues, we �nd:

m2
~�+

= m2
~�~�� +

b21
cos2 �

"
sin2(� � �)

(m2
~�~�� �m2

H0)
+

cos2(� � �)

(m2
~�~�� �m2

h0
)

#
;

m2
~�
�

= m2
~�~�� +

b21
(m2

~�~�� �m2
A0
) cos2 �

: (14)

Above, we employ the standard notation for the MSSM Higgs sector observables [12]. Note
that at leading order in b21, it su�ces to use the values for the Higgs parameters in the R-
parity-conserving limit. Then at leading order in b21 for the sneutrino squared-mass splitting,
�m2

~� � m2
~�+
�m2

~�
�

we �nd

�m~� =
2 b21m

2
Z m~�~�� sin

2 �

(m2
~�~�� �m2

H)(m
2
~�~�� �m2

h)(m
2
~�~�� �m2

A)
: (15)

where �m2
~� ' 2m~�~���m~� .

We now extend the above results to more than one generation of sneutrinos. In a basis
where vm = 0, the resulting CP-even and CP-odd squared mass matrices are obtained from

eqs. (11) and (12) by replacing b1 with the three-dimensional vector bm and m2
~�~�� by the

3� 3 matrix

(M2
~�~��)mn � (M2

~L)mn + �m�n � 1
8
(g2 + g02)(v2u � v2d)�mn : (16)

In general, (M2
~�~��)mn is not expected to be avor diagonal. In this case, the theory would

predict sneutrino avor mixing in addition to the sneutrino{antisneutrino mixing exhibited

above. The relative strength of these e�ects depends on the relative size of the RPV and
avor-violating parameters of the model. To analyze the resulting sneutrino spectrum, we
choose a basis in which squared-mass matrix (M2

~�~��)mn = (m2
~�~��)m�mn is diagonal. In this

basis bm is also suitably rede�ned. (We will continue to use the same symbols for these

quantities in the new basis.) The CP-even and CP-odd sneutrino mass eigenstates will be
denoted by (~�+)m and (~��)m respectively. It is a simple matter to extend the perturbative
analysis of the scalar squared-mass matrices if the (m2

~�~��)m are non-degenerate. We then
�nd that (�m2

~�)m � (m2
~�+
)m � (m2

~�
�

)m is given by eq. (15), with the replacement of b1 and

m2
~�~�� by bm and (m2

~�~��)m, respectively:

(�m~�)m =
2 b2mm2

Z (m~�~��)m sin2 �

((m2
~�~��)m �m2

H)((m
2
~�~��)m �m2

h)((m
2
~�~��)m �m2

A)
: (17)

Since eq. (17) has been derived in the vm = 0 basis, it follows that in an arbitrary basis,
all sneutrino{antisneutrino pairs would be mass-degenerate if b� and v� were aligned. How-
ever, this alignment is not renormalization-group invariant. Hence we expect that all the
sneutrino{antisneutrino pairs are generically split in mass at tree-level.
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V. ONE-LOOP NEUTRINO MASSES

In contrast to the sneutrino sector, only one neutrino mass is generated at tree-level due

to neutrino mixing with the neutralinos. Masses for the remaining massless neutrinos will be
generated by one loop e�ects. There are two classes of one loop diagrams. The �rst consists
of fermion{sfermion loops and depends on the RPV trilinear terms. The second, which in
many cases is the dominant one, consists of sneutrino{neutralino loops and depends on the

sneutrino{antisneutrino mass splitting. We now discuss both of these e�ects in turn.
First, consider the fermion{sfermion loops. Contributions to the neutrino mass matrix

are generated from diagrams involving a charged lepton-slepton loop and an analogous down-
type quark-squark loop [7]. In the limit where the fermion masses can be neglected,

(m�)qm =
1

32�2

2
4X
`;p

�q`p�mp`m` sin 2�` ln

 
M2

p1

M2
p2

!
+ 3

X
d;r

�0qdr�
0
mrdmd sin 2�d ln

 
M2

r1

M2
r2

!3
5 ;
(18)

where �` (�d) is the mixing angle of the charge slepton (down type squark) squared-mass
matrix,

sin 2�` =
2A`m`q

(L2 � R2)2 + 4A2
`m

2
`

: (19)

Here, A` � (AE)0`` � �0 tan�, L
2 � (M2eL)`` + (T3 � e sin2 �W )m2

Z cos 2� and R2 � (M2eE)`` +
(e sin2 �W )m2

Z cos 2�, with T3 = �1=2 and e = �1. For sin 2�d, take e = �1=3 and replace

M2eE !M2eD, M2eL !M2eQ and `! d in the above formulae.

Second, consider the sneutrino induced masses. In general, the existence of a sneutrino{
antisneutrino mass splitting, which is a result of a �L = 2 interaction, generates a one-loop
contribution to the neutrino mass. We have computed exactly the one-loop contribution to
the neutrino mass [m(1)

� ] from neutralino/sneutrino loops [3]. In the limit of m�;�m~� � m~�,

the formulae simplify, and we �nd in the one generation case

m(1)
� =

g2�m~�

32�2 cos2 �W

X
j

f(yj)jZjZj2 ; (20)

where f(yj) =
p
yj [yj � 1� ln(yj)] =(1 � yj)

2, with yj � m2
~�=m

2
~�0
j
, and ZjZ � Zj2 cos �W �

Zj1 sin �W is the neutralino mixing matrix element that projects out the eZ eigenstate from

the jth neutralino. One can check that f(yj) < 0:566, and for typical values of yj between 0.1
and 10, f(yj) > 0:25. Since Z is a unitary matrix, we expect as a rough order of magnitude
estimate

m� � 10�3�m~� : (21)

In the three-generation model, a similar estimate holds for the loop contribution to each
neutrino mass.
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VI. THE NEUTRINO SPECTRUM

The neutrino spectrum is determined by the relative size of the di�erent RPV couplings
that control the three sources of neutrino masses. In the vm = 0 basis these are �m [for the

tree level mass, eq. (10)], bm [for the sneutrino induced one loop masses, eqs. (21) and (17)]
and �ijk and �0ijk [for the trilinear RPV induced one loop masses, eq. (18)]. Therefore, in
order to understand the structure of the neutrino spectrum we must have a framework that
predicts the magnitude of these parameters. Here we give one example: models based on an
abelian horizontal symmetry [13]. Further details and examples will be given in ref. [14].

Consider a simple model based on a U(1) abelian horizontal symmetry, which is described
in detail in ref. [13]. For our purposes, it is su�cient to mention that the order of magnitude
of all the model parameters are determined by the assigned horizontal charges to the various
�elds in the theory. Moreover, many ratios are predicted independently of the speci�c charge

assignment. For the parameters relevant for neutrino masses we �nd the following ratios

bi

v�i
� 1;

�ijkv

�i
�
m`

jk

v
;

�0ijkv

�i
�
md

jk

v
; (22)

where m`
jk (m

d
jk) is the charged lepton (down-type quark) mass matrix. Inserting the above

order of magnitude predictions into eqs. (10), (21), (17) and (18) we �nd that the tree level

yields the dominant contribution to the heaviest neutrino mass. The two lighter neutri-
nos get their masses mainly from the sneutrino{neutralino loops (as a consequence of the
non-zero tree-level sneutrino{antisneutrino mass splitting); these will be referred to as the
sneutrino{induced masses. The trilinear RPV induced masses are suppressed compared to

the sneutrino{induced masses by at least a factor of order 30m4
b=v

4 � 10�6 and are therefore
completely negligible. Moreover, the following relations hold

mi

m3
� 10�3 sin2 �i3;

m1

m2
� sin2 �12: (23)

The fact that the sneutrino{induced neutrino mass is the dominant radiative e�ect is
not unique to the above example. For example, in models with high energy alignment, we
also �nd that these contributions are larger than the one-loop contribution from fermion{

sfermion loops [14].

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Recent experimental signals of neutrino masses and mixing may provide the �rst glimpse
of the lepton-number violating world. In R-parity violating supersymmetric models that
incorporate lepton number violation, the sneutrino{antisneutrino mass spectrum may pro-
vide additional insight to help us unravel the mystery of neutrino masses and mixing. Such

models generally predict a non-trivial neutrino spectrum in which there are several sources
for neutrino masses. One neutrino acquires mass at tree level via neutrino{neutralino mix-
ing. The other two neutrinos acquire radiative masses at one loop. In many models, the
dominant contribution of the radiative neutrino masses is induced by the non-zero sneutrino{
antisneutrino mass splitting. A detailed study of sneutrino phenomenology at future colliders

can complement the present day study of neutrino mass and mixing in order to shed light
on the nature of the underlying lepton-number violation.
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